DBPOWER

L22 PROJECTOR
QUICK START GUIDE

Congratulations on receiving your new projector. You can now start your projecting adventure with this quick start guide.

BASIC OPERATION

Step 1
Take your projector out of the packaging, insert the AC power cable and connect to a power supply. Then take the lens cover off and press the power button to turn it on.

Note: Do not look directly into lens when the projector is on! It can cause serious damage to your eyes.

1. Power button/2. AC port/3. Keystone correction
4. Focusing/5. Lens/6. IR
7. Removable dustproof net
(NOTE: This picture is for reference only. Actual projector button position may be different.)

For the best viewing experience, the distance between the projector and the screen should be between 1.3m to 5.5m (4.3ft-16.7ft). The audience should sit behind the projector and the projector should be used in a dark room. You can get the clearest image when the projector is horizontal.

Step 3
To project an image, connect to the file source you wish to use via cable, USB disk. Select the source file to be displayed on the screen by keyboard or remote control.

NOTE: Make sure the batteries are installed correctly in the remote control, and always point the remote control at the projector, not the screen.

Step 2
Put the projector on a flat surface and adjust the front bolt to ensure the projector is sitting flat and suitably positioned. Adjust the keystone correction to get a displayed rectangle image. Adjust the focus as necessary to get a clear picture.

Note: The maximum keystone adjustment range is +/- 15 degree. The angle between the projector and the screen should be within this range, otherwise you will not be able to achieve a correctly projected image.

Step 4
Open the source file to begin watching the selected file.

Note: This projector is not designed for PowerPoint and business presentations. Please use an appropriate projector for this purpose. Please refer to the user manual for more information on how to use this projector.